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Bibliography of Local Literature for Hayward Lakes

The following local literature database was created as a site-specific resource for researching place. It provides three categories which contain some overlap. As with all systems of categorization some things could be argued to fit better in one of the other categories. Nevertheless, the three categories are: a) history and place studies; b) brochures and maps; and c) research and academic publications. A brief description is provided before the beginning of each section. The emphasis and criteria throughout was to include sources which helped to tell the story of Hayward Lakes, how place was constructed, and its meaning.

**History and place studies:** This category contains items that are decidedly historical (such as items found in the Historical Society) as well as those with some sort of regional connection related to the study area.


**Brochures & maps:** This section contains a sampling of the vast assortment of recreation and tourism brochures and maps put out by both private and public agencies. Many of these are recurring publications that come out on a semi-regular basis.


Bayfield County tourism & recreation. (n. d.) *Bayfield County, Wisconsin* [Brochure]. Hayward, WI: Author.


Hanson, C (Ed.), Association of Wisconsin Snowmobile Clubs. (seven times year). *Wisconsin Snowmobile News*. Neenah, WI: Kevin Naughton.


Sawyer County Snowmobile Alliance. *1997 trail map: Snowmobile Sawyer County Wisconsin* [Map]. Author.


**Research and academic publications:** All of these sources are decidedly research based and include survey and technical reports.


University of Wisconsin-Extension. (n. d.) Forest county community study. [Survey Results]. Madison, WI: Author.


University of Wisconsin-Extension. (n. d.) Recreation housing study. [Survey Results]. Madison, WI: Author.

